
3D POLY VINYL 
These targets are life-size and anatomically accurate (front and back).  The resilient poly vinyl material 
makes these targets appropriate for knife and baton training as well as less-than-lethal ammunition.  
There are two styles available:  large and medium size. 
 
The 3D Poly Vinyl targets mount to the MAD ROBOT with the TMP Target Mounting Adapter.  The tar-
gets can take 1000 to 2000 rounds depending on caliber and placement. 
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The MAD ROBOT supports a variety of target types.  While many of our customers have their own 
vendors for targets, USAI offers a selection of targets for your convenience.  Each type requires a 
Target Mounting Adapter to attach the target to the Target Mounting Post.  See the Target Mount-
ing Adapters data sheet for more information. 

3D POLY FOAM 
These life-size, realistically colored targets are made of rugged urethane foam.  They mount to the MAD 
ROBOT using the DSP Target Mounting Adapter.  There are six styles to choose from.  The basic target 
consists of a torso and head as shown.  The torso or head can be replaced separately as required.  Ac-
cessories are available  separately, individually or in the Accessory Kit.  These targets can take up to 
2500 rounds before requiring replacement.  
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When you purchase your targets from United Service Associates, Inc. we make any necessary 
modifications required for our adapters.  We can also supply custom adapters for your targets. 
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The adapters and clothing shown are for illustration 
only.  They are not included with the Targets. 

PAPER 
Because of the wide variety of paper target styles and their holders, it is not practical to provide a listing.  
On your request, USAI will provide a quote for your specific target style and holder.  
 
The Target Mounting Adapter normally used with a paper target and holder is the UTM. 

3D PLASTIC BODY 
These  molded plastic targets are life-size (5’10” tall) and fully 3-dimensional.  The movable joints allow 
them to be placed in a variety of positions for various scenarios.  The SLP Target Mounting Adapter is used 
with these targets.  A complete target (MR-T-3DPB-TC) includes a Male Head, Torso, Arms and Legs. The 
various components are available separately so you may replace parts only as needed.  Accessory weap-
ons are also available. 

3D PLASTIC ½-SHELL 
These life-size targets are made of a durable plastic polymer.  The head and torso are molded together. They 
are the most economical 3D targets available.  While they do not provide a realistic rear view, they do facili-
tate recording hits with paper targets placed inside.  
 
This target uses the SLP Target Mounting Adapter. 
 
Clothing may be added for additional realism. 
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